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EVENT DESCRIPTION SHEET 

 

PROJECT 

Project name and acronym:  [FESTHRY 2023] — [FESTHRY] 

Participant: 
MESTSKA RADA MLADEZE V TRNAVE] ([RADA 
MLADEZE])  

PIC number: 886772643 

 

EVENT DESCRIPTION 

Event number: [1] 

Event name: [FESTHRY 2023] 

Type: [public event]  

In situ/online: [in-situ] 

Location: [Slovakia], [Trnava] 

Date(s): [03/02/2023 – 05/02/2023] 

Website(s) (if any): www.festhry.sk  

/Participants/ 

Female: 425 

Male: 425 

Non-binary: 0 

From country 1 [Slovakia]: 700 

From country 2 [Czechia]: 75 

From country 3 [Germany]: 75 

Total number of participants: 850 From total number of countries: 3 

Description 

Provide a short description of the event and its activities. 

Venue of the project: Trnava (Slovakia) 

Coordinator: Mestská rada mládeže v Trnave (SK) 

Associated partners: SPEKTRUM - SPEKTRUM - Krajská rada detí a mládeže Zlínskeho kraje (CZ), 
Bezirksjugendring Oberbayern (GER) 

Number of countries involved: 3 (SK, CZ, GER) 

Number of individual direct participants: 850 (700 MRM Trnava; 75 SPEKTRUM, 75 
Bezirksjugendring) 

http://www.festhry.sk/
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Number of invited participants: 150 including 75 from Czechia and 75 from Germany 

Description of Target groups: Citizens coming from the municipalities, which were represented by 
partners. Target group consisted of all age groups, especially youth. 

Outputs of the event:  

- 3-day long event 

- Activities: workshops, seminars, discussions, awareness-raising activities, exchange of 
experience and dissemination of best practices  

- The program: Day 1 - introduction of the EU and volunteering; Day 2 - language learning, 
culture, the future of the EU and leadership; Day 3 - solidarity, the involvement of young 
people in learning about the EU, and connecting the citizens of the three countries. 

- Outputs - raising awareness about the EU; improving relations between nations, overcoming 
prejudices, developing solidarity, learning the principles of volunteering. 

Brief description of the project: 

The project was implemented through one event that took place on 03-05/02/2023. The content of the 
project was the implementation of the following activities: 

 

Friday, 03/02/2023 

16:00 - 20:00 

Children's theater about Princess Europe - a cheerful EU performance for children 

We draw Europe - workshop, drawing pictures on the subject of the EU, state flags, etc. 

Lecture School of Europe - presentation of the European Union, its history and policies with an 
employee of the European Commission 

Young leader - discussion with young people about their involvement in public affairs 

 

Saturday, 04/02/2023 

10:00 - 20:00 

A conversation with the author of the books about his work and volunteer activities 

Video presentation of the film Nicky's Family about Sir Nicolas Winton - a demonstration of true 
volunteering and helping others 

Musical programs for the little ones - samples of the cultural diversity of the nations present 

Game tournament – social activity for all generations, connecting participants 

Olympiad of cleverness - a social activity for all generations, connecting participants 

The future of the EU from the point of view of Central Europe - a discussion with a representative of 
the European Parliament about current topics that the EU is dealing with 

Theatre performance 

Family language quiz - learning the languages of the present nations 

Volunteering at the crossroads - a discussion about volunteering and its form in different EU countries 

Olympiad of cleverness - a social activity for all generations, connecting participants 

Creative workshops 

Why are we sceptical about the EU? - presentation of projects supported by EU funds in the form of a 
photo presentation 

 

Sunday, 05/02/2023 

13:00 - 18:00 

Table football tournament - social activity, connecting participants 

School of Europe - workshop for young people about the European Union and opportunities for young 
people 
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Family language quiz - learning the languages of the present nations 

Olympiad of cleverness - a social activity for all generations, connecting participants 

Musical programs for the little ones - samples of the cultural diversity of the nations present 

Theatre performance 

Adventure in Europe - a fun trivia tournament 

Creative workshops 

We are solidary - a photo presentation of the activities of non-profit organizations that help foreigners 
integrate into life in Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Germany 

 


